INDEX

Code section references are as follows:

- Business and Professions Code sections 125.3, 650-652.5, 4000-4407, 17500;
- Health and Safety Code sections 11000-11256; 121285; 150200-150207
- California Code of Regulations, Chap. 17, Title 16, sections 1700-1793.8,
- California Civil Code sections 56 et seq,
- Public Resources Code sections 15025 and 15026.

A

ABANDONMENT OF FILES 1706.2
ABATEMENT, ORDER OF 4314, 1775.3
ACCESS TO LICENSED AREA 4116, 4117, 1714, 1714.1
ACCREDITATION AGENCIES 1719, 1732.05
ADICTS
Furnishing prohibited 4301[i], 11153[a][2]
Prescription prohibited 11156
Treatment for addiction 11215-11223
    substance limits 11218, 11219
ADDRESS CHANGES 4100, 1704
ADMONISHMENT, LETTER OF 4315
ADVERTISING
Compliance with the law 4341
Contact lenses 4124[f]
False or misleading 651, 1766, 17500
Nonresident pharmacies 4340
Prescription drugs 4121, 4341
Professional requirements 651
Requirements; restrictions 4121
Violation of requirements
    misdemeanor 652.5
    unprofessional conduct 652
ANCILLARY PERSONNEL
Nonlicensed personnel 1793.3
Pharmacy technicians - SEE PHARMACY TECHNICIANS
APPLICATIONS
Abandonment 1706.2
Denial of 4307[a], 4310, 1769, 1770
Dialysis exemption 4054
Exemption certificate 4053[a]
Hospital drug permit 4056
Hospital pharmacy permit 4029, 4118
Hypodermic permit 4205[b]-[f]
    nonresident distributor 4149
Intern pharmacist 4208
Investigation of application requirements 4207
Non-profit clinic permit 4203
Nonresident pharmacy 4120
Nonresident wholesaler surety bond 4162
Pharmacy permit 4110, 4201
Pharmacy technician 4115[e], 4202, 1793.5
Retired pharmacist 4200.5
Sterile injectable compounding pharmacy 4127.1
Surgical clinics 4204
Wholesaler 4160
**AUTOMATED DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS** 4186, H&SC 1261.6
Community Pharmacy 1713
Hospital Pharmacy 4119.1
**AUTHORIZED OFFICERS OF THE LAW - 4008[a]**

**B**

**BANKRUPTCY**
Notification to the board 1705
**BIENNIAL INVENTORY** 1718
**BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT**
Taken by pharmacist 4103
**BLOOD TESTS**
Taken by pharmacist 4052.1
**BOARD OF PHARMACY**
Administration and enforcement 4011, 4339, 4342
Executive officer 4003
  functions delegated to 1703
Experimental programs, approval of 1731
Funding 4400[s], 4406, 4407
Inspectors 4008, 4010, 4017
Meetings 4002[b]
Members 4001
  appointment; terms 4001
  compensation 4407
  teaching by 4004
Officers of the board 4002[a]
Prescriber dispensing
  joint authority with prescriber’s licensing board 4175
Purpose 4001.1
Quorum 4002[b]
Records 4003[c]
Regulatory authority 4005-7
Sunset 4001[f]
**BUILDING SIGNS** 4343, 4344
**BUILDING STANDARDS**
Pharmacies 1714
Wholesalers 1780
**BUSINESS LICENSE** 460

**C**

**CALIFORNIA HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES ACT** 4240
**CANCELLATION OF LICENSES** 4402
**CENTRAL FILL COMMUNITY PHARMACIES** 1707.4
CENTRAL FILL HOSPITAL PHARMACIES 1710
CERTIFICATE LOST OR DESTROYED 4404
CHANGE OF ADDRESS 4100, 1704
CHANGE OF NAME 4100
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP NOTIFICATION 4201
CHART ORDER
Defined 4019, 1717
Exceptions 11159, 11159.1
CHIROPRACTOR
Prescriber 4040
CITATIONS AND FINES 1775
Amount of fines 1775.1
Compliance with orders of abatement 1775.3
Contested citations 1775.4
Factors considered 1775.2
Internet violations 4067
Orders of abatement 4314
Patient privacy 56.36
Sterile injectable compounding 4127.4
Student loan default 685
Violations subject to 1775
CLINICS SEE ALSO SURGICAL CLINICS
Abandonment of file 1706.2
Application information 4203
Consulting pharmacist 4181, 4182
Contract pharmacy, 340B 4126
Controlled substances 4184
Dept. of Public Health Services
laws and regulations, compliance with 4181, 4191
Dispensing fee prohibited 4183, 4193
Dispensing of drugs 4181
Drug substitution and MediCal 4073
Free clinics 4180
Inspections 4008, 4185, 4195
MediCal dispensing fee prohibited 4183
Non-profit 4180
application 4180
Fee 4400, 1749
Qualification 4203
specific location 4180
Pharmacist functions 4052, 4052.2
Policies and procedures 4181
Professional director 4182
Purchase of drugs 4180, 4203
Records 4180
Sale of devices to 4055
CLOSED FACILITY, VOIDING OF LICENSE 4312
COMPOUNDING (Also see STERILE INJECTABLE COMPOUNDING)
Defined 1735, 1735.1
Facilities and equipment 1735.6
Future use record requirements 1735.3
Labeling of compounded drug products 1735.4
Limitations and requirements 1735.2
Pharmacy contracting with another pharmacy 4123
Prescriber’s office use 1735(c)(1)
Policies and procedures 1735.5
Quality Assurance Plan 1735.8
Recordkeeping requirements of compounded drug products 1735.3
Sterile injectable compounding 4127-4127.6, 1751-1751.12
Training of staff 1735.7
Temporary license fee 4400
Unapproved drugs for prescriber office use 1735, 1735.2

COMPUTER PRESCRIPTION FILES SEE ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION FILES
CONFIDENTIALITY OF MEDICAL INFORMATION ACT SEE PATIENTS’ RIGHTS
CONSULTATION SEE PATIENT CONSULTATION

CONSULTING PHARMACIST
Clinics 4182, 4192, 4204
Commissions, gratuities, rebates unlawful 1765
Exempt hospital pharmacies 4056
Veterinary retailers 4198

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION
Safety caps for medications (See www.cpsc.gov/businfo/ppa.pdf)

CONSUMERS
Confidentiality of patient information 56.10, 1764
Drug price requests 4122
Notice to Consumers 1707.2

CONTACT LENSES 4124
CONTAINERS 4076, 1717

CONTINUING EDUCATION
Accreditation agencies 1732.05
Advertising 1732.3
Audit failure, issuance of inactive renewal license 4231
Complaint mechanism for providers 1732.7
Course evaluation fee 4400, 1749
Course content 4232
Definitions 1732
Exceptions 4234
Exemptions for pharmacists 1732.6
Hardship 4234
Payment from Inactive to Active license 4231(d)
Petitioning for credit from non-recognized providers 1732.2
Proof of completion 4231

PROVIDERS
accreditation requirements 1732.1
approval of courses 1732.3
audit requirements 1732.4
non-recognized 1732.2
Requirements for pharmacists 4231, 1732.5
Retention of records 1732.5

CONTRACEPTION THERAPY, 4052.3
Emergency, 1746
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Addicts 4301, 11156
   furnishing prohibited 4301
Chart order exemption, clinics 11159.1
CURES 11165, 1715.5
   Application for obtaining patient controlled substance history 11165.1
Defined 4021
Designated representative accepting delivery 4059.5
Designated prescriber 11190
Dispensing, by Mail Order to Non-residents 11164.1
Excessive furnishing 4301
False statements, representations prohibited 11173-11175
Hospitals
   chart orders 11159
      purchasing for emergency use 11211
Illegal paraphernalia  11364.1
Injection card system 4065
Inventory 1718, 11208
Loss, theft or shipping discrepancy reporting 1715.6, 11103
Manufacturers/Wholesalers report of sales 4164, 1782
Nonresident pharmacy reporting 4037, 4112(e), 11165(d)az
Partial filling 1745
Patient information 1751.5, 11165
Permit for providing chemicals 11106
Persons not under treatment 11154
Pharmacist requirements 11205-11209
Possession 4060
Prescription required; exceptions 4060
Prescription form requirements 11162.1
Prescriptions
   prescribers book 11168
      authorized persons 11210
      corresponding responsibility 11153
      counterfeiting 11162.5
      emergency-schedule II 11167
      erroneous or uncertain 1761
      oral-schedule III, IV and V 11164
      patient identification 4075
      requirements 4040, 11150-11180
      retaining copy 11179
      schedule II, III, IV, V 11164
      self-prescribing prohibited 11170
      time limit for filling schedule II 11166
      time limit for refills for schedule III and IV 11200
Refills 11200-11201
Research 11212-11213
Reporting drug loss, theft or shipping discrepancy 1715.6, 11103, 11209
Reporting sales of chemicals 11100-11107.1
Sale without prescription 11250-11256
Schedules 11054-11058
Unlawful possession 11377
Security printers 11161.5
Self-administration, prescribing 4301, 11170
Surgical clinics 4194
Terminally ill Schedule II exemption 11159.2
Transfer 1717
Violations 4301

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE UTILIZATION REVIEW
AND EVALUATION SYSTEM – SEE CURES

CONVICTIONS
Substantially related crimes 4301

CORPORATION, Pharmacy
Defined 4150
Corporate name 4152
Conduct of officer, shareholder, director 4302
Disqualified shareholder 4153
Moscone-Knox Professional Corporation Act 4150, 4306

CORRESPONDING RESPONSIBILITY
Pharmacist 11153
Wholesaler/Manufacturer 11153.5

COST RECOVERY 125.3

COURT ACTIONS
Civil and criminal 4320
Penalties 4321
CURES 11165, 1715.5
Clinic reporting 11165
Violations 11165.2
Patient profile request 11165.1
Prescriber dispensing, report of 11190

CURRENT INVENTORY
Defined 1718
Inspection 4080, 4081
Required 4081, 4332

CUSTOMS BROKER SEE WHOLESALER

D

DANGEROUS DRUGS/DANGEROUS DEVICES
Administer defined 4016
Automated dispensing devises in SNFs 4119.1
Current inventory defined 1718
Definition 4022, 4023, 4025
Delivery required to licensed premises 4059.5
Delivery 4059.5
    licensed facilities 4138
    pharmacies not present 4059.5
Drugs defined 4022
Dispensing by pharmacists 4051
Emergency
    emergency kit for licensed healthcare facility 4119
    furnishing during 4062
refills 4064
schedule II drugs 11167
Exemption 4057
Exemption for specified drugs 4138, 1714.5
Inspection 4080, 4081
Labeling 4076, 4077
Nursing school exemption 4057
Order, who may 4059.5
Pedigree required 4034, 4163, 4163.1, 4163.5
Prescription required 4024, 4059
Recall by board 4059
Refills 4063
Repackage for prescriber office use 4119.5
Samples 4061
Skilled nursing facilities and intermediate care
facilities providing to patients 4077
Signature, who may 4059.5
Transfer to another pharmacy 4119.5, 1717
Ocean vessel, furnish to 4066
Removal from distribution 4342
Veterinary drugs 1747.1
Warning to patient 4074, 1744
Wholesalers/Manufacturers
reporting sales subject to abuse 1782
DENIAL OF APPLICATION 1768
Crimes substantially related-criteria 1770
Criteria for rehabilitation 1769
Grounds for 4310
Student loan default 685
DENTISTS
Prescribers 4040
DESIGNATED PRESCRIBER (Controlled Drugs) 11190
DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE 4081, 4022.5
Accepting delivery 4059.5
Address/name change 4100
DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE-IN-CHARGE 4160, 4081
approval required by the Board 4022.5, 4101, 4196
termination notification 4101, 4196
Fees 4400, 1749
Hemodialysis 4054, 1787
Maintaining records and inventories 4081
Requirements 4053, 4081
Termination of employment 4305.5, 4101,
Veterinary food animal drug retailer 4053, 4101, 1780.1
Wholesalers 4053, 1781
DEVICES SEE DANGEROUS DRUGS/DEVICES
DEXTROMETHORPHAN
Violation to provide to person under 18 years of age 11110
Sales require age-verifying cash register 11111
DIALYSIS DRUGS AND DEVICES
Drugs and devices
authority to distribute 4059, 1787
shipment and delivery 1790, 1792
exemption of sales to patients 4053.1
designated representative 4053.1
Labeling requirements 1791
Patients receiving drugs/devices 4059, 1792

**DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS**
Admonishment, Letter of 4315
Authority 4300, 4304, 4339
Authority of local and state prosecutors 4320
Closed entity, voiding of license 4312
Controlled substance violation 4301
Conduct of corporate officer 4302
Conviction 4301
Cost recovery 125.3
Criteria for rehabilitation 1769
Denial of application, notice 4310
Denial of clinic license 4203, 4204
Denied application, resubmit 1768
Disciplinary conditions of pharmacist probation 1773, 1773.5
Disciplinary guidelines 1760
Discipline by another state 4301
Ethics course required as condition of probation 1773.5
Excessive furnishing of controlled substances 4301, 11153
Executive Officer 4003, 1703
Designated representative-in-charge, pharmacist
  failure to notify 4305.5
  continuing to operate 4305.5, 4331
Felony 4324, 4320
Felony conviction, suspension 4311
Forgery of prescription 4324
Forms of discipline 4300
  action board deems proper 4300
  probation 4300
  optional conditions 1773, 1774
  standard conditions 1773, 1774
  revocation 4300
  based on revocation by another state 4301.5
  suspension of judgment, 4300
  suspension of up to 1 year 4300
  based on suspension by another state 4301.5
  exclusion of pharmacist from pharmacy
  prescription area, from engaging
  in pharmacy-related service 1772
  pharmacy posting notice; failure as
  ground for discipline 1771
Grounds 4301
Grounds for denial 1770
Guidelines, adoption and use 1760
Impersonating a physician/agent 4323
Incarceration, automatic suspension 4311
Interfering with pharmacist in charge 4330
Investigations 4008, 4309
Misdemeanors 4321-4331
Misuse of education 4306.5
Moral turpitude 4301
Moscone-Knox Professional Corporation Act violation 4306
Nonresident pharmacies 4303
Nonpharmacist compounding, dispensing, 4328, 4329
Notification of prohibited association 4308
Obtaining license by fraud 4301, 4322
Out of state distributor 4304
Ownership prohibition 4307, 4308
Penalties – SEE PENALTIES
Petition for reinstatement 4309, 1702(a)(3)
Pharmacist in charge
  failure to notify 4305
  continuing to operate without pharmacist 4305
Prescription blank, false 4325
Probation - conditions of
  pharmacist license 1773
  pharmacy permit 1774
Probationary license 4300
Professional judgment 4306.5
Prohibited association 4307
  denied/revoked 4307
  notification of 4308
  probation limits 4307
Records, failure to maintain or produce 4306.5, 4332
Records, failure to reference 4306.5
Rehabilitation 4313, 1769
Reinstatement 4309
Revocation and suspension 4300
Self-administration of controlled substances 4301
Selling to addict 4301
Substantial relationship 1770
Superior Court proceedings 4339
Suspension
  conditions of 1772
  felony conviction 4311
  incarceration 4311
  posting notice of 1771
  summary 4311
Under the influence 4301, 4327
Unprofessional conduct 4300, 4301, 4306, 4306.5
Violation of statutes 4301

**DISCLOSURE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION** SEE PATIENT’S RIGHTS

**DISCONTINUANCE OF BUSINESS** 1708.2

**DISPENSING**
Automated drug devises in SNFs 4119.1, 1261.6
Clincs 4181, 4191
  Schedule II prohibited 4184, 4194
Certified nurse midwife 4174
Controlled drugs, see **CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES**
Correctly labeled 4077
Defined 4024
Discounts, rebates prohibited 650
Drug therapy 733(d)
Emergency room while pharmacy closed 4068
Epinephrine auto-injectors for schools 4119.2
Injection card system 4065
Nurse practitioners 4174
Nurse, registered 4173
Pharmacist 4051, 4174
Physician 4170, 4171, 4172
Physician assistants 4174
Prescribers 4170
Complaints 4175
Required to 733
Samples 4171
Surgical clinic 4190
**DISPLAY OF LICENSE** 4058
**DISPOSAL OF HOME GENERATED SHARPS** Refer to 117671
**DISPOSITION OF FINES** 4405, 4337
**DISTRIBUTION OF UNUSED DRUGS** Refer to 120200-150207
**DMSO, LABELING** 4077
**DRUG**
Automated drug devises in SNFs 4119.1, 1261.6
Ambulances, restocking 4119
Chemicals 4020
Collection and distribution program 150200-150205
Controlled substances
reporting loss 1715.6
Definitions
Administer 4016
dangerous drugs 4022
dispense 4024
drug 4025
Drug discount program 4425
Embargoed by board inspector 4084, 4085
Emergency furnishing 4062
Interactions/harmful effects 4074, 1744
Physical therapist, furnishing 4059
Prescriber dispensing 4170, 4175
Prescription required 4059
Preventing sales
non-conformance with USP or NF 4342
Product selection 4073
Radioactive 1708.3
Resale of preferentially priced drugs 4380
Rules restricting furnishing 4006, 4342
Samples 4061, 4170
Veterinary drugs for food services 4041, 4042
Warnings to patients 4074, 1744

**DRUG CLEANUP FINE** 11100.05

**DRUG WARNINGS** 4074, 1744

**DUTY TO CONSULT** 1707.2

---

**ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION FILES**

Described 1717.1
Electronic entry 4071.1
Emergency contraception 4052
Health care facility 4072
Interoperable Electronic System 4034
Prescriber agent may transfer 4071
Records 4105, 4070

**ELECTRONIC PRESCRIPTION ORDERS** 4040, 4070, 4071.1, 1717.4
Check off boxes for generics 4073
Proof of identity 4075
Reduce to writing 4070

**E-MAIL NOTIFICATION LIST**

mandatory requirement for facilities 4013

**EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION** 4052, 4052.3, 1746

**EMERGENCY FURNISHING OF DRUGS** 4062
Mobile pharmacy 4062
Refill 4064
By emergency room 4068

**EMERGENCY ORAL PRESCRIPTIONS**

**EMERGENCY SUPPLIES STORED IN EMERGENCY SUPPLIES CONTAINER**
Number of dosage forms H&SC 1261.5
Schedule II controlled substances 11167

**EMPLOYEE - THEFT OR IMPAIRMENT**
Action procedures 4104

**ENFORCEMENT COST RECOVERY** 125.3

**ETHICS COURSE**
Condition of probation 1773
Course description 1773.5

**EXAMINATION** Pharmacist
Abandoned – passing score 1720
Applicant must pass 4200, 1724
Application and requirements 4200, 1719-1720.1
Application fee 4400, 1749
Requirements for CA Exam 4200, 1724
Confidentiality of exam questions 1723.1
Dishonest conduct during exam 1721
Periodic review by DCA 4200.3
Fee 4400, 1749
Remedial Education Required 4200

**EXECUTIVE OFFICER**
DCA Director approval required 4003

**EXPIRATION DATE**
Expired medications 1718.1
FALSE OR MISLEADING STATEMENTS 17500
FEES 4400, 1749
Application, renewal and penalties
  change of permit 1749(m)
  clinic permit 1749(q)
  continuing education course evaluation 1749(o)
  continuing education provider 1749(n)
  deposit of fees 4406
  exemption certificate 1749(j)
  foreign graduate evaluation 1749(p)
  hypodermic license 1749(i)
  intern pharmacist registration 1749(l)
  lost, damaged, changed information 1749(m)
  out-of-state distributor 1749(k)
  pharmacist exam, regrade 1749(c)
  pharmacist examination 1749(d)
  pharmacist license renewal 1749(g)
  pharmacist registration 1749(f)
  pharmacy permit 1749(a)
  pharmacy permit, temporary 1749(b)
  pharmacy, sterile injectable compounding 4127.5
  pharmacy technician 4400, 1793.5
  sterile injectable compounding 4127.5
  veterinary food animal drug retailer 4400
  wholesaler's permit 1749(h)
Maximum 4400
Pharmacist
  collection of delinquent and penalty 4400
Reported 4406
Required 4403
FINES (ALSO SEE CITATIONS AND FINES)
Additional 4338
Disposition 4405, 4337
FINGERPRINT REQUIREMENTS FOR PHARMACIST LICENSE RENEWAL 1702
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRIENTS 4057
FOREIGN GRADUATES
Application requirements 4200, 1720.1
FORGERY
Prescription blanks 4325
Prescriptions 4324
FURNISHING (ALSO SEE DANGEROUS DRUGS AND DEVICES) 4026

GENERIC DRUG
HEALTH CARE FACILITY
Defined 4027
Emergency supplies from pharmacies 4119
Exclusions from pharmacy storage 4037
Injection card system 4065
Pharmacists' functions 4052 – 4052.7
Purchase exemptions 4057
Records 4081
Requirements for consultation for discharge meds 4074
Skilled nursing facility 4027, 4119.1
Transmission of prescription 4072
HEMODIALYSIS see DIALYSIS
HIV/HEPATITIS
Testing and treatment 121281
HOME HEALTH CARE
Exemption for unlabeled dangerous devices 4057, 1751
Hemodialysis patients 4059
Pharmacists' functions 4052, 4052.2
HOSPICE
Exemption for unlabeled dangerous drugs 4057, 1751.11
HOSPITAL PHARMACIES
Application information 4056
Central fill 1710(b)
Chart order defined 4019
controlled substances 11159
Defined 4029
Drug delivery 4059
Drug purchases 4056
Exclusion of certain areas 4037
Floor/ward stock, dispensing from 4019
Inpatient 1710
Permit 4029, 4056, 4110
application fee 4400, 1749
Pharmacist-in-charge 1709
Records open for inspection -current inventory 4081, 4332, 4333
Security of 4117, 1714
Waiver of license requirements 4118
HOSPITALS
Access to pharmacy 4117
Defined 4028
Electronic order entry 4071.1
Exempt (fewer than 100 beds, without pharmacist)
dispensing drugs to outpatients 4056
consulting pharmacist required 4056
Wholesale purchase of drugs 4056
Lease prohibitions 650.1

**HYPODERMIC NEEDLES AND SYRINGES**
Animal use 4145, 4205
Application requirements 4141, 4205
Bloodborne diseases protection 121349, 121349.1 – 121349.3, 121281
Confiscation 4148, 4148.5
Disposal of 4147, also refer to 117671
Exchange services 121349 - 121349.3
Exemptions 4143
Industrial uses 4144, 4144.5
Insulin 4145
License fee 4400, 1749(i)
Misuse 4326
Nonresident distributor 4149
Obtaining by fraud 4326
Permit required 4141
Personal use without prescription 4145
Physical therapists 4059
Possession unlawful 4140, 4326
Prescription required 4142
Return in sharps container 4146, 117750
Sales without a prescription 4145
    Disease Prevention Demonstration Project  121285
Veterinarian use 4145.5

I

**IDENTIFICATION REQUIRED**
Prevent unauthorized person (patient or patient’s agent) from receiving controlled substance 4075

**IMPAIRED EMPLOYEE**
Procedures for action 4104

**IMMUNIZATIONS BY PHARMACIST** 4052
**INJECTABLE STERILE COMPOUNDS** See **COMPOUNDING**

**INJECTION CARD SYSTEM** 4065

**INOPERABLE ELECTRONIC SYSTEM**
Defined 4034

**INPATIENT HOSPITAL PHARMACY** – **SEE ALSO HOSPITAL, HOSPITAL PHARMACIES, HEALTH CARE FACILITIES** 4056, 1710
Walk-in sales limited to 1% 1710

**INSPECTIONS**
Clinics 4185, 4195
Drug stock 4080, 1718
Names of owners, managers, employees 4082
Order of correction 4083
Prescription files 4333
Records, current inventory 4081, 4332, 4333
Surgical clinics 4195

**INSPECTORS** 4008
Authority, 4008
  arrest 4008
  clinics: access to records, stock, 4008
  information about employees, etc. of
  licenses of board 4082
  order of correction 4083
Embargo of adulterated or counterfeit drugs 4084
Immunities, 4008, 4010

Inspection of:
  board-licensed clinics, 4185, 4195
  dangerous drugs & dangerous devices
  records, 4081
  skilled nursing facilities/ immediate care facilities 4008
  stock, 4080
  out-of-state distributor, records 4165
  premises, 4008
  pharmacy 4116, 4117
  physician’s office or clinic 4008
  records of drugs acquired at preferential prices 4382
  replacement contact lens, records of dispensing 4124
  required hypodermic records 4146
  wholesaler policies & procedures 1780

Investigation
  applicants & applications, 4207
  clinics, 4202; 4203
  prescriber interest in pharmacy application, 4111

Qualifications, 4008
Records 4081
Service of processes, notices, 4008

INSULIN
Hypodermics without prescription 4145

INTERACTIONS OF DRUGS - SEE DRUG WARNINGS
INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY – SEE ALSO HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
Defined 4027

INTERN PHARMACISTS
Activities 4114, 4208
Address/name change 4100, 1704
Address of record 1712.1
Defined 4030, 4114, 4208
Eligibility change/return of card 4208
Experience requirements 4200, 4209
Fee 4400, 1749
Pharmacy security 4117
Out-of-state exemption
Experience 4200, 4209
Pharmaceutical experience 4209
Preceptor/supervision 4114, 1726
Presence in pharmacies 4116, 4117
Registration fee 4400, 1749
Supervision by a pharmacist 4114, 1726, 1793.1

INTERNET PHARMACIES 4067, 11156
Prescribing Refer to B&P 2242.1
INTRAVENOUS SEE STERILE INJECTABLE COMPOUNDING
INVENTORY SEE CURRENT INVENTORY and RECORDS
INVESTIGATIONS 4008, 4207, 4309

L

LABELING
Adverse drug reactions 4074
Description of drug 4076
Dialysis drugs and devices 1791
Expiration date 4076
False or misleading 4078
Initials of pharmacist 4115, 1717
Investigational drugs 4078
Name on label 4040, 4076
Standardized patient-centered prescription labels 4076.5, 1707.5
Sterile injectable compounding 1751.2
Patient med paks 4076, 1717
Placebo 4078
Prescriber dispensing requirements 4077, 4170-4175
Requirements 4076
Typing 1793.3
Unit dose 4076

LABORATORY
Defined 4031
Glassware/apparatus 11104, 11104.5, 11107

LEASE PROHIBITIONS
Hospitals or prescribers 650.1

LETTER OF ADMONISHMENT 4315

LICENSES RENEWAL SEE ALSO INDIVIDUAL LICENSE CATEGORIES
Applications
abandonment 1706.2
denial 4207
investigation 4207
processing times 1706.1
tax delinquency lists 31, 494.5
Continuing education SEE ALSO CONTINUING EDUCATION
Fees – generally 4400, 1749
clinic license 4203, 4204, 4400, 1749
renewal 4203, 4204, 4400, 1749
disposition 4406
non-resident pharmacy 4112
reissuance SEE ALSO RENEWALS 4403
information change 4400
less than 45 days after initial licensure 4400
lost, stolen 4400, 4404
name change 4400
Good standing 4026.5
Multiple licenses at same location 4107
Multiple individual licenses, prohibited
Obtained by fraud or misrepresentation; unprofessional conduct 4231
Cannot be technician and pharmacist 4202

Renewal
  cancellation of license for failure to renew 4402
  change of permit 1709
  Live Scan fingerprint requirements 1702
  Live Scan fingerprints for pharmacist renewal 1702
  pharmacist license canceled after 3 years 4402
  reexamination as condition of renewal 4402
  renewal barred without payment of fee 4403
  renewal barred without response to conviction question on renewal form
  transfer of interest: when reportable to board 1709

Retired pharmacist license 4200.5, 4400
Temporary permit 1749.1
Use of fees limited to board 4406
  board expenses paid from fees & fines 4407
Verification of license 4106

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Ownership of non-resident pharmacies 4112

LONG TERM CARE FACILITY
Definition 4301(s)

MAIL-ORDER PHARMACIES SEE NONRESIDENT PHARMACIES

MANAGED CARE
Pharmacists’ functions 4052, 4052.2

MANUFACTURER
Bankruptcy notification 1705
Controlled substances
  reporting sales to the board 4164, 1782
Corresponding responsibility
  sales for medical purposes 11153.5
Defined 4033
Delivery of dangerous drugs 4059.5
Drop Shipment 4163.1
Designated representative or pharmacist required 4053
Exemption certificate 4053, 1781
Exemption for patient repackaging 4033
Furnishing to unauthorized person 4163
Furnishing records 4165
  failure to comply 4165
Medicare Drug Discount 4425
  license denial 4304
  surety bond requirement 4162
Pedigree requirements 4034
  “written declaration” /grandfathering pre-pedigree manufactured drugs 4163.2
Receipt and delivery of controlled substances 11209
Records 4081, 4165
Reporting requirements 4164, 1782
Reverse third-party logistics provider 4045
Sales to unauthorized persons 4163
Sales without prescription 4059
Samples of dangerous drug/device
    prescriber dispensing 4171
    written request required 4061
Security/Shipping 4166
Supply to ocean vessels 4066
Third-party logistics provider 4045
**MANUFACTURER’S EXPIRATION DATE 1718.1**

**MEDI-CAL**
Clinics and surgical clinics
    no dispensing fee 4183, 4193
**MEDICAL DEVICES SEE DANGEROUS DRUGS/DEVICES**
**MEDICAL INFORMATION**
Defined, Civil Code 56.05
Electronic system required to record any changes to information and by whom, Civil Code 56.101
**MEDICARE DRUG DISCOUNT 4425**
**MEDICATION PROFILE RECORDS SEE PATIENT MEDICATION RECORDS**
**MERCURY FEVER THERMOMETERS 15025, 15026**
**MOSCONE-KNOX PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION ACT**
Violation of 4306

**NATUROPATHIC DOCTORS**
Authorized to write prescription H & SC 11150
Dispensing 4024, 4076, 4170, 4174
Furnishing 4059
Hypodermic needles 4142
Order, dangerous drugs 4059.5
Prescription 4040, Samples 4061
**NEEDLES AND SYRINGES 4145**
Authorized return to pharmacy in sharps container 4146
Furnishing nonprescription 121285
**NONPRESCRIPTION DRUG**
Defined 4025.1
Exclusions from board regulation 4057
**NONPROFIT CLINICS - SEE CLINICS**
**NONRESIDENT PHARMACIES**
Advertising 4340
Contact lenses 4124
Defined 4112
Discipline 4303, 4304, 4306.5
Fee 4112, 4400
License required 4112
Limited liability company ownership 4112
Penalties for failure to comply 4303
Prohibited from hiring revoked California licensee for service in California 4112
Records requirement 4112
Reporting Schedules II-V to CURES 4037, 4112(e), 11165(d)
Required to register 4112, 4120, 4124
Toll-free telephone access 4112

NONRESIDENT WHOLESALERS 4161, 4162
Pedigree requirements 4163.1
Surety bond requirements 4162.5

NOTICES
To consumers 4122, 1707.6
Prescription price information 4122, 4121
Suspension of pharmacy permit 1771

NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS TO THE BOARD
Address: current; changes, 1704
Of bankruptcy etc., required information 1705
Employee Assistance Program:
  of participants who fail to comply 4369
  report of program evaluation 4371
Entity:
  notice of termination of employment of EIC 4305.5, 4053
  report of sales of specified controlled
  substances, dangerous drugs 4164, 1782
  transfer of interest in 1709
Designated representative:
  change of name or address 4100
  notice of termination 4101
Intern: change of name or address 4100,
Licensees terminated for theft, diversion, self-use 4106(c)(6)
Manufacturer & Wholesaler: sales of drugs of abuse 1782
Pharmacist: change of name or address 4100
Pharmacist in charge, termination 4305
Pharmacy
  changes in ownership, management, etc. 1709
  of contractual arrangement to compound for
  other pharmacy 4123
  designation of pharmacist in charge 4113
  loss of controlled substances 1715.6
  transfer of ownership 1709
Pharmacy technician: change of name or address 4100
Veterinary food-animal drug retailer: return of
  certificate of terminated vet retailer designated representative 1780.1

NURSE MIDWIFE
Chart order 4174

NURSE PRACTITIONER
Drug samples 4061
Drug order 4024, 4040, 4060, 4070, 4076, 4174

NURSES
Hospital pharmacy security 4117
Transmitting prescriptions 4072

NURSING SCHOOLS
Drug purchases 4057(f)
OCEAN VESSELS
Drugs supplied to 4066

OPTOMETRISTS
Dispensing 4024
Furnishing drugs to 4059
Prescribing 4040, 4170

ORAL PRESCRIPTIONS
Controlled substances Schedule III-V 11164
Emergency controlled substances, Schedule II 11167, 11167.5
Proof of identity 4075
Reduce to writing 4070, 1717
Requirements 4040

ORDER OF CORRECTION 4083
OWNERSHIP PROHIBITION 4307

INTRACTABLE PAIN TREATMENT ACT 124960
PAIN PATIENT'S BILL OF RIGHTS 124961
PAIN TREATMENT, Prescribing Refer to B&P 725, 2241, 2241.5
PATIENT CONSULTATION 1707.2
Area suitable 1714
Criteria and fine for failure to 1775-1775.4
Discharge medications 4074
Drug warnings 4074, 1744
Nonresident pharmacy 4112
Upon request or warranted 1707.2

PATIENT MED PAC
Definition 1717
Labeling 4076

PATIENT MEDICATION RECORDS PROFILE 1707.1
Review required 1707.3

PATIENTS' RIGHTS
Common electronic records 1717.1
Confidentiality of medical information
Authorizing disclosure 56.11
Conditioning services on disclosure 56.37
Definitions 56.05
 Destruction of medical records 56.101
Exceptions 56.30
Rules for disclosure 56.10, 56.16
Patient’s right to modify authorization 56.15
Penalties 56.35, 56.36
Psychotherapy 56.104
Confidentiality of records 1764
Pharmacist consultation 1707.2
Physician dispensing 4170
Price information 1707.2

PEACE OFFICER 4017

PEDIGREE, DRUG 4034, 4163, 4163.1,
Exemptions 4034
grandfathering pre-pedigree drugs 4163.2, 4163.4
Implementation date 4163.5
Preemption by federal legislative enactment 4034.1
Standard Operating Procedures 4163.3

**PENALTIES**
Advertising requirements 652.5
Corresponding responsibility
  pharmacist 11153
  wholesaler/manufacturer 11153.5
Counterfeit prescription blanks 11162.5
False or misleading statements 4322, 17500
False representation by phone 4323
Forgery or alteration of prescription 4324
Forging prescription blanks 4324
Injunction procedure 4339
Nonpharmacist taking charge 4329
Nonresident pharmacy 4303, 4340
Under the influence 4327

**PERMITS** see also licensure and renewal
Clinic 4180
Display required 4058
Fees 4400, 1749
Hospital drug permit 4056
Hypodermic 4140-4149
Lost or destroyed 4404
Manufacturer, permit required 4160
Out-of-state manufacturer, wholesaler or pharmacy 4161, 4162
Owners/names 1709
Pharmacy 4110
Processing times 1706.1
Reissuance/renewals 4403
Surgical clinic 4190
Temporary, pharmacy license 4110
Temporary, sterile injectable compounding 4127.8
Veterinary food-animal drug retailer 4196
Wholesaler, permit required 4160

**PHARMACEUTICAL EDUCATION**
Experimental programs 1731
Foreign graduates 4200
  equivalency examination 4200, 1719
  requirements 4200
Qualifying experience to retake the exam 4200.1, 1725
Requirements 4200

**PHARMACEUTICAL EXPERIENCE** 4200

**PHARMACEUTICAL PRACTICE** 1717

**PHARMACIST**
Address/name change 4100, 1704
Administration of drugs and biologicals 4052.1, 4052.2
Application requirements 4200, 1720
Cancellation of license 4402
Consultant to clinics 4181, 4182
Consultant to veterinary food animal drug retailer 4198
Consultation services 1765
Contractor with health care service plan
role and functions 4052
Corresponding responsibility 11153, 4306.5
Defined 4036
Disciplinary actions SEE ALSO DISCIPLINARY
conviction as grounds for 4301
penalties 4300, 4321
probation 1773
probationary certificate 4300
professional judgment 4306.5
rehabilitation criteria 1769
reinstatement 4309
revocation or suspension in another state 4301.5
suspension 1772
under the influence 4327
Dispensing on order
of Nurse Practitioner, Naturopathic Doctor, Nurse-Midwife, or Physician Assistant 4174
Delivery of drugs 4059.5
Dosage form changes 4052.5
Emergency contraception 4052.3, 1746
Ethics course requirements 1773.5
Examination 4200, 1720
Experience 4200
Functions 4050, 4052 – 4052.4, 1717, 1793.1
Immunizations 4052 – 4052.2, 4052.4
Impersonation, fraudulent representation 4322
Initials 4115, 1717
Initiation of prescription 4051
License
Inactivated without CE requirement 4231
Licensed clinic
role and functions 4052, 4052.2
Licensure requirements 4200, 1719
abandonment 1720
additional training 4200.1
age 4200
application 4200, 1720
biennial renewal 4401
blood pressure measurement 4103
compounding 4328
consultation 1707.2
continuing education 1732.5, 1732.6
drug product selection 4073
drug utilization review 1707.3
drug utilization review 1707.3
emergency furnishing of drugs 4062
examination 4200, 1719-1724
examination fee 4400, 1749
fee issuance/renewal 4400, 1749
foreign educated pharmacists 1720.1
intern experience 4200, 1728
license required 4051
patient assessment procedures 4052.1
passing grade 1724
professional status 4050, 4052
proof of qualifications 4200
questions confidential 1723.1
refill authorization 4063, 4064
renewal requirements, see licensure & renewal
skin puncture-patient training 4052, 4052.4
warnings to patients 4074, 1744
working outside a pharmacy 4051
Non-pharmacist acting as supervisor, manager or PIC prohibited 4329
Subverts efforts of PIC to comply with Pharmacy Law 4330
Pharmacy technician, no joint license 4202
Preceptor see preceptor
Prescriptions written by a pharmacist for
controlled substances 4040, 4060, 4111, 11150
Protocols 4052 – 4052.3
Radioactive drug handling 1708.4
Recovery program 4360-4373
Renewal as inactive 4231
Reporting to board terminations for theft, 4104(c)(6)
diversion, self-use
Remedial education after multiple exam failures 4201[a], 1725
Registered, defined 4036
Retired license 4200.5
Security of pharmacy, responsibility 4115, 4116, 4117
Tax delinquency list 494.5, 12419.13
Unprofessional conduct 4300, 4301
making false statements 4301
pharmacist-in-charge 4101, 4113, 4305, 4330, 1709, 1709.1
Approval required by the Board 4036.5, 4101, 4113
Self assessment of pharmacy requirements 1715
Interim 4113, 1709.1
Non-pharmacist acting as manager or pharmacist-in-charge is misdemeanor 4329
Requirements and responsibilities 4101, 4113, 4305, 4330, 1709.1
Termination notification 4101, 4305
Whistleblower protection 4104(d)
Pharmacist recovery program
Administration 4363
Confidential records, exception 4372
Confidentiality of voluntary participants, exception 4371
Definitions 4361
Employee assistance programs board contracts with 4365
functions 4366
Immunity from liability 4373
Noncompliance 4369
Participation 4364
Program coordinator 4367
Report to board 4371
Reporting to board licensees terminated for theft, 4104(c)(6)
diversion, self-use
Referrals to program by board 4369
failure of participant to comply 4369
Review of Activities Program 4371
Voluntary participation 4363

**PHARMACY**
Advertising 4121
Application 4201
abandonment of file 1706.2
Bankruptcy, notification of 1705
Building standards—See Operational and building standards 1714
Central refill pharmacy procedures 1707.4
Central refill (hospital pharmacy) 1710
Change of ownership notification 4201, 1709
Closed, board may void license 4312
Compounding
defined 1735
drugs for other pharmacies 4123
facilities and equipment 1735.6
for prescriber office use 1735.2
in advance of receipt of prescription 1735.2
labeling 1735.4
prescription required 1735.2
written master formula required 1735.2
expiration date required 1735.2
policies and procedures required 1735.5
quality and assurance plan required 1735.8
records 1735.3
self-assessment required 1735.2
training of staff 1735.7
Sterile injectable compounding 4127-4127.6, 1751.10
area requirements 1751
facility and equipment standards 1751.4
labeling requirements 1751.2
policies and procedures 1751.3
prescriber office use 4052
recordkeeping requirements 1751.1
Consultation see also patient consultation 1707.2, 1714
commissions, gratuities, rebates prohibited 1765
Contact lenses 4124
Continuing to operate without a pharmacist 4305
Controlled drugs loss, reporting to Board of Pharmacy 1715.6
Corporations
defined 4150
discipline 4302
income of disqualified person 4153
licensure requirements 4151
name requirements 4152
prohibited acts 4306
regulations authorized 4154
shareholders 4151
unprofessional conduct 4156
Damaged or destroyed 4110
Dangerous drugs or devices record retention and retrievability 4105
Defined 4037
Discontinuance of business 1708.2
Drug loss, reporting 1715.6
Employee: theft, diversion; chemical, mental impairment 4104
Exempt hospital pharmacies 4056
Failure to report PIC change 4305
Fees 4110, 4400, 1749
Furnishing to unauthorized person or entity prohibited 4126.5
Hospital pharmacy, defined see also hospital pharmacies 4029
Hospital waiver 4118
Inpatient hospital pharmacy 1710
Key, possession of 1714
Lease prohibitions 650.1
License required 4110
Licensed by DHS/exclusion 4037
Medicare discount program 4425
Medication profile 1707.1
Minimum days open 4312
Mobile pharmacy 4062, 4110
Non-pharmacist taking charge 4101, 4329, 4330
Nontransferable 4201(f)
Notice to consumers 4122, 1707.2
Operating without a pharmacist 4305
Operational and building standards 1714
Ownership 1709,
  prescriber ownership restrictions 4111
  subverting efforts of pharmacist-in-charge 4330
Pedigree 4034
  grandfathering pre-pedigree manufactured/distributed drugs 4163.2
Permit
  application information 4201
  fee 4400, 1749
  investigation of applicant 4207
  names of owners 1709
  temporary license 4110, 4127.8
Pharmacist-in-charge see also pharmacist in charge 4101, 4113, 1709.1
  interfering with 4330
  operating without 4305, 4330, 4328
  termination of employment 4305
Pharmacy technician requirements 1793.7
Physical requirements 1714
Prescriber ownership prohibited 4111
Prescriptions written by a pharmacist no bar to ownership 4111
Quality assurance 4125, 1711
Radioactive drugs 1708.5
Rebates/discounts prohibited 650, 652, 652.5, 1765
Records, maintaining security, confidentiality 4051
Repackaging for patients 4052.7
Restroom 1714
Sanitary standards 1711
Sales authorized only to pharmacies as wholesalers 4126.5
Sales to prevent temporary drug shortage 4126.5
Sale to manufacturers, pharmacies without prescription 4059
Security standards 1714, 4116
Self assessment by pharmacist in charge 1715
Signs 4343
Sink 1714
Suspension
posting notice 1771
condition 1772
Temporary absence of pharmacist 4115, 4116
Temporary permit 4110, 4305
Fee 4400, 1749
Temporary mobile pharmacy 4110
Temporary permit for transfer of ownership 4110
Sterile injectable compounding 4127.8
Toilet 1714
Transferring drugs to other pharmacies 4119.5
Waivers 4118, 4137, 4197
PHARMACY BOARD CONTINGENT FUND 4406
PHARMACY CORPORA TIONS SEE CORPORATIONS
PHARMACY PROFESSION
Practice defined 4050, 4051, 4052, 4052.3, 1717, 1793.1
PHARMACY SCHOOLS OR COLLEGES 4200, 1719
Experimental programs 1706.5
PHARMACY TECHNICIAN TRAINEES 4115.5
PHARMACY TECHNICIANS
Address/name change 4100
Application for registration 4202, 1793.5
Criminal background check 4202, 1793.5
Defined 4038, 1793
Duties 4115, 1749(c)
Technician check tech, acute care 1793.8
Fees 4400, 1749
Identification badge required 1793.7
PTCB 4200
Qualifications 4202
Ratios 4115, 1793.7
Registration required 4115
Requirements for pharmacies 1793.7
Supervision by pharmacist 4115, 1793.1 1793.7
Technician checking technician in acute care 1793.8
Temporary absence of pharmacist 4115
Theft of drugs, impairment reporting 4104
Trainees 4115.5
Training courses 4202, 1793.6
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Furnishing drugs to 4059
Furnishing hypodermic needle electrodes to 4059

**PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT**
Prescription order 4040, 4060, 4071, 4174
Samples 4061

**PHYSICIANS**
Compounding medication for office use 4052
Dispensing 4024, 4170-4175
  samples 4061, 4171
  from office 4024, 4039
  from clinic 4181, 4191
  labeling 4077
exception 4171
Handwritten prescription required 11164
Prescribers 4040
Purchasing drugs without prescription 4059
Repackaging/furnishing for office use 4119.5
Restriction on ownership of pharmacies 4111
Surrender of privileges 11155, 11161

**PODIATRISTS**
Prescribers 4040

**POISONS**
California Hazardous Substances Act 4240

**PRECEPTOR**
Defined 1726
Intern experience 1728

**PREFERENTIALLY PRICED DRUGS**
340B Program 4126
Resale 4380
Unfair competition violation 4381

**PRESCRIBERS** see also Physician
Complaints 4175
 Defined 4170, 11150
Dispensing 4170, 4175
  label required 4076, 4077
  exceptions 4171
secured storage of drugs 4172
Enforcement 4170, 4175
Furnishing to 4052, 4119.5
Lease prohibitions 650.1
Medical students 11151
Out of state 4005, 1717
Ownership of pharmacy prohibited 4111
Prescription book retention 11168
Protocols with pharmacists 4152
Records maintained 4078, 11190-11192
Samples 4171
Storage requirements 4172

**PRESCRIPTION**
Alternate form of medication 4052.5
Antedating or postdating 11172
Blanks, counterfeit 4325, 11162.5
Chart orders 4019, 1717, 11159
Confidentiality of 1764
Contact lenses 4124
Containers/patient med paks 1717
Containers/label 4076, 4077
Controlled substances
  compounding 11164
  counterfeit 11162.5
  dispensing 11164
  emergency 11167
  exception for terminally ill patients 11159.2
  filling 11164
  filling by pharmacist, intern only 11207
  patient identification needed 4075
  prescribing 11164
  prescription blanks 11161, 11162
  records required 11205
  required information 11206
  schedules II—V 11158
  schedules III, IV and V 11164
  self-prescribing prohibited 11170
  time limit for filling 11166
Current inventory 4081
Defined 4040, 4070
Delivery or depot 1717
Deviation without prescriber authorization 1716
DMSO 4077
Dosage form change 4052.5
Electronic/computer files 1717.1
Electronic transmission 4040, 4070, 4071, 4071.1, 4072, 1717.1, 1717.4, 11164.5
Emergency oral/electronic Schedule II 11167, 11167.5
Erroneous or uncertain 1761
Errors, quality assurance programs 4125, 1711
False statements, representation 11173
False issuance 11157
False name or address 11174
Forgeries 4323, 4324
Files 11179, 11206
  open for inspection 4333
Generic substitution 4073
Hemodialysis drugs and devices 1787
Hypodermic needles 4142
  without prescription, 121285
Information readily retrievable 4040, 1717, 11206
Information required 4040, 1717
Initials of pharmacist 4115, 1717
Inspection 4081
Label requirements see labeling
Medical student 11151
Noncompliance 11175, 11180
Nurse practitioners Issued 4040
Orally transmitted 1717, 4040, 4070, 4071, 4072, 11164
Out-of-state 1717
Partial filling of Schedule II 1745
Patient confidentiality 56 et seq., 1764
Physician assistant issued 4040
Preprinted, multiple check-off blanks 1717.3
Price information 4122, 1707.2
Records see records
Refills
  authorization required 4063
  emergency refills 4064
  hemodialysis drugs and devices 1787
  records required 1717
  restrictions 11200
  without authorization 11201
Removal by authorized officers 11195
Required for dangerous drug 4059
Requirements 4040
Responsible for legitimacy 11153
Substitution 4073
Time limit for Schedule II 11166
Transfer 1717
Transmitted by employees 4071
Transmitting from health care facility 4072
Treatment required 11154
  emergency 11167
  exemption for terminally ill patients 11159.2
  skilled nursing, intermediate care, hospice 11167.8
Unauthorized disclosure 1764
Unlicensed lawful practitioner 11151
Variations 1716
Warning 4074, 1744
PRICE FIXING
Limitation of rules 4007
PROBATION see disciplinary actions
PROBATIONARY CERTIFICATE 4300
PROFILES
Patient medication records 1707.1
Review prior to dispensing 1707.3
PROVIDERS OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 1732.1-1732.4, 1732.7
PSYCHIATRIC TECHNICIAN
Transmitting prescriptions 4072

Q

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM 4125, 1711

R

RADIOACTIVE DRUGS 1708.3-1708.5
REBATES, DISCOUNTS 650, 1765
RECORDS
Controlled substances
   clinics 11159.1
   hospitals 11159
   separate file 11205
   Current inventory
defined 1718
   requirement 4081
Dangerous drugs and devices 4081, 1717
Duplicate copies on premises 4105
Electronic records, access 4105
Electronic records, storage 4070, 11164.5
False records 4332
Hemodialysis drugs and devices refills 1787
Hospitals--exempt
   wholesale drug purchases 4056
Hypodermic register 4146
Inspections 4332, 4333
Licensed premises, retain on 4105
Off-site storage 4105, 4333, 1707
Open for inspection 4081, 4332
Parenteral solutions 1751.3
Prescribers 11190-11192
Prescribers copies 11168
Prescription file retained 4333, 11179
Refills 1717
Retention 4105
Self assessment of pharmacy by pharmacist in charge 1715
Waiver 4105
RECOVERY PROGRAM SEE PHARMACIST RECOVERY PROGRAM
REFERRALS, Kickback Prohibited 650, also see Welfare and Institutions Code 14107.2
REGISTERED NURSE
Authority to dispense 2725.1, 4173
Pharmacy filling orders of nurse practitioner/nurse midwife 4174
REGISTERED PHARMACIST SEE PHARMACIST
REINSTATEMENT - SEE DISCIPLINARY
RENEWALS SEE ALSO FEES
Cancellation for non-renewal 4402
Cancellation for non renewal, pharmacist 4402
Payment of fees 4403
Pharmacist Live Scan required  1702
Student loan default 685
Transfer of interest 1709
REPACKAGER
Defined 4044
Furnishing to unauthorized person prohibited 4163
Pedigree requirement 4034
REPACKAGING OF DISPENSED PRESCRIPTIONS 4052.7
REPORTING TO BOARD LICENSEES TERMINATED FOR THEFT, DIVERSION,
   SELF-USE 4104(c)(6)
Shipping discrepancy 1715.6, 11103
REQUEST FOR RECORDS BY BOARD 4105
RESTROOM 1714
RETAIL PRICE
Request from consumer 4122, 1707.2
RETAIL SALE OF DRUGS
Requirements for purchase of dangerous drugs 4057
REVERSE DISTRIBUTOR also see WHOLESALER 4040.5, 4043
REVERSE THIRD-PARTY LOGISTICS PROVIDER
Defined 4045
REVOCATION - SEE DISCIPLINARY
RULES & REGULATIONS 4005
Access to pharmacy premises 4116
Application of APA to 4005
Dangerous drugs or devices exempted by 4057, 4057
Dispensing of prescription by out-of-state prescriber 4005
Drug found to be dangerous 4006
Drug warnings to be given 4074
Enforcement & administration of pharmacy law 4005
Emergency dispensing of drugs/devices 4005, 4064
Establishments where drugs/devices are compounded etc. 4005
Fees, waiver of portion due after licensure 4400
Impairment, theft or diversion by pharmacy employees, reporting of 4104
Limitation on authority to pass regulations 4007
Functions to be performed by pharmacist 4007
Manufacturer dispensing to dialysis patient without prescription 4059
Minimum equipment for licensees of board 4005
Non-resident pharmacy provision of patient consultation 4112
Pharmacy corporations 4154
Pharmacy technicians 4115, 4115, 4202
Poisons definition of 4240
Practice of pharmacy 4051, 4052 – 4052.7
Price fixing or advertising 4007
Regulating false advertising 651
Sale of drugs through mechanical device 4186
Transfer of pharmacy permits 4110
Veterinary food-animal drug retailer 4197
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Board's authority to adopt 4005
Specified 1761-1766
RURAL HOSPITAL
Dispensing to outpatients 4056

SAFETY CAPS
Safety caps for medications (See www.cpsc.gov/businfo/pppa.pdf)
SAMPLE DRUGS
Written request required 4061
Receipt by nurse practitioners, nurse midwives and physician assistants 4061
Physician dispensing 4171

**SCHEDULE I CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES** 11054
**SCHEDULE II CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES** 11055
Partial filling 1745
Exemption for prescribing for terminally ill 11159.2

**SCHEDULE III CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES** 11056
**SCHEDULE IV CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES** 11057
**SCHEDULE V CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES** 11058

**SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM, PHARMACIST** 4406
**SCOPE OF PRACTICE** 4051, 4052 – 4052.7

**SECURITY**
Hospital pharmacy 4117
Pharmacy 4116, 1714
Temporary absence of pharmacist 4115, 4116
Wholesaler 1780

**SECURITY BREACH NOTIFICATION** Civil Code 1798.29
Requirements Civil Code 1798.82

**SECURITY PRESCRIPTION FORMS FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES** 11162.1
Reporting Theft/Loss of Security Forms

**SECURITY PRINTER** 11161.5
Requirements 11161.5, 11162.1, 11165, 11165.1, 11165.2, and 11165.3

**SEGREGATION OF STOCK** 4126

**SELF-ADMINISTRATION**
Controlled substances, drugs or alcohol 4301

**SELF-ASSESSMENT OF PHARMACY**
By pharmacist in charge 1715

**SELF-PRESCRIBING CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES PROHIBITED** 11170

**SERIALIZATION OF DRUG PRODUCTS, Pedigree** 4034, 4163

**SHIPS, Drug supplies to** 4066

**SIGNS ON BUILDING** 4343, 4344

**SINKS** 1714

**SKILLED NURSING FACILITIES**
Automated dispensing devices 4119.1, also see H&SC 1261.6
Automated drug delivery systems See H&SC 1261.6
Defined 4027
Devices provided to patients 4077
Emergency Containers See H&SC 1261.5

**SKIN PUNCTURE**
Patient training 4052.1
Waived, moderately complex lab tests 4052.1

**STERILE INJECTABLE COMPOUNDING**
Area requirements 1751
Attire 1751.5
Cease and desist 4127.3
Citation and fine 4127.4
Clean room requirements 4127.7
Disposal of waste material 1751.6
Exemption from licensure 4127.1, 4127.2
Facility and equipment standards/nonsterile ingredients 1751.4
Furnishing to parenteral patient at home 1751.10
Home health agencies 1751.11
Home health care 1751.11
Hospice 1751.11
Inspection 4127.1, 4127.2
Labeling requirements 1751.2
Laminar flow cabinet 1751
License fee, 4400(u)
License required 4127.1, 4127.2
Manufacturer exclusion/compounding 4033
Pharmacy contracting 4123
Policies and procedures 4127.2, 1751.3
Portable containers 1751.11, 1751.12
Protective clothing 1751.4
Quality assurance and process validation 1751.7, 1735.8
Recordkeeping requirements 1751.1
Reference materials 1751.8
Standards 4127, 4127.7 1751 et seq.
Temporary license 4127.8
Training of staff, patient, and caregiver 1751.6

**SUBSTANTIAL RELATIONSHIP CRITERIA 1770**

**SURGERICAL CLINICS**
Application 4204
Compliance with DHS laws 4191
Consulting pharmacist 4192
Dispensing drugs 4190
- no Schedule II controlled substances 4194
Inspections 4195
Medi-Cal dispensing fee prohibited 4193
Permit required 4190
Policies and procedures 4204
Professional director 4192
Purchase of drugs 4190, 4204
Records 4190
Sale of drugs prohibited 4193

**SURETY BONDS**
Exemptions
Nonresident Wholesaler 4162.5
Resident Wholesaler 4162

**SURPLUS MEDICATION COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION**
County to establish donated drug program 150204
Disciplinary Actions 150207
no immunity for noncompliance or negligence 150206
Donated drugs from skilled nursing facilities 150202
Donated drugs from wholesalers and manufacturers 150203
Liability 150205
Medication/Medications defined 150201
Voluntary Drug Repository/Distribution Program 150200
SUSPENSION - SEE DISCIPLINARY

T

TAX DELINQUENCIES CERTIFIEDLIST  B&PC 31, 476, 494.5
TECHNICIANS SEE PHARMACY TECHNICIANS
TEMPORARY PHARMACY PERMIT 4110
TERMINALLY ILL
Exemption for Schedule II drugs 11159.2
THEFT OF DRUGS BY OR IMPAIRMENT OF A LICENSEE
Audit/Report to Board of Pharmacy 4104
TRANSFERRED PRESCRIPTION
Schedules III, IV or V controlled substances
to another pharmacy 1717
TRANSMITTING PRESCRIPTIONS
From health care facility 4072
Prescriber's employee 4071
To another pharmacist 4052
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE PRESCRIPTION BLANKS
Counterfeit 11162.5
CURES 11165, 1715.5
Exemption for terminally ill 11159.2
Format 11162
Issuance 11161, 11163
Required for special substances 11169
Requirements 11164
Time limit for filling 11166, 1745

U

UNPROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Defined 4301
False statements 4301
Obtaining license by fraud, misrepresentation 4301, H&SC 1418
Pharmacy corporation 4156
Professional advertising requirements 652
Self-administration of drugs 4301
UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES 4380, 4381, 4382, 17500

V

VARIATION FROM PRESCRIPTION 1716
VETERINARIANS
Prescriptions
    prohibited for humans 11240
requirements 11241
who may prescribe 4040

**VETERINARY DRUGS** 4022, 1747.1

**VETERINARY FOOD-ANIMAL DRUGS**
Defined 4042

**VETERINARY FOOD-ANIMAL DRUG RETAILER**
Application 4201
Change of ownership notification 4201
Consulting pharmacist required 4198
Defined 4041
Designated representative-in-charge 4196
approval of Board required 4101, 4196
disapproved DRIC 4196
training 1780.1
termination notification 1780.1, 4101
Labeling 4199, 1780.1
License required 4196
Partial filling 1780.1
Personnel – training 4198
Pharmacist or designated representative required 4053
Policies and procedures 4198
Prescription records 4199
Quality assurance 4198
Refills 1780.1
Standards of practice 4197, 1780, 1780.1
Temporary license 4196
Waiver 4197

**VETERINARY TEACHING HOSPITALS (License)** 4170.5

**VOIDING OF LICENSE**
Cancellation for nonpayment of fees 4402
For remaining closed 4312

**VOLUNTEER INTERVENOR**
Impaired pharmacist program 4361

**W**

**WEBSITE, LICENSE VERIFICATION** 4106

**WHOLESALEERS**
Abandonment of application 1706.2
Adulterated drugs 4169
Application 4201
Bonds, surety 4162, 4162.5
Business license required 4168
Change of ownership notification 4201
Closed, board may void license 4312
Controlled substances
   corresponding responsibility 11153.5
Customs broker 4043
Defined 4043
Designated representative-in-charge 4160
   approval by the Board required 4160
disapproved DRIC  4160
Dangerous drugs/devices on premises 4167
Excessive sales to pharmacies 4301
Exemption certificate 1781
Failure to produce records 4169
Furnishing to unauthorized person 4163, 1783
License required 4160, 4168, 4169
Misbranded drugs 4169
Non-transferability of a license 4201(g)
Outdated drugs 4169
Out of state distributor 4161
  agent registration 4043, 4162
Pedigree 4034, 4163, 4163.5
  exemption/ grandfathering drugs distributed prior to pedigree operative date 4163.2, 4163.4
Permit 4160
  fee 4400, 1749
Pharmacist or designated representative required 4053
Reporting requirements
  drugs subject to abuse 4164, 1782
Responsibility until received by transferee 4166
Reverse distributor 4040.5, 4043
Reverse Third-Party Logistic Provider 4045
Sales to unauthorized persons 4163
Self Assessment required 1784
Single premises licensed at one address 4107
Standards 1780
Surety bond  4162
Temporary permits 4043
Third-Party Logistics Provider 4045
Written Declaration / grandfathering drugs distributed prior to pedigree operative date 4163.2